The Flower The Mother Named “Aspiration”

Auroville is the progressive creation of a place “where all human beings of goodwill who have a sincere aspiration could live freely as citizens of the world and obey one single authority, that of the supreme Truth”. In “A Dream”, the Mother observed that “the earth is certainly not ready to realize such an ideal, for mankind does not yet possess the necessary knowledge ... nor the indispensable conscious force to execute it.” Yet, she said, “this dream is on the way of becoming a reality.” For what we do have is aspiration – a “power”, she said, which “resists all opposition, overcomes all difficulties” - a force that “rises like an arrow without caring for obstacles”. So let us together keep on aspiring, for as The Mother also stated: “A harmonious collective aspiration can change the course of circumstances”.

LET’S ALL SUPPORT THE ASPIRATION OF AUROVILLE!
JOIN US TO HELP BUY THE CITY OF DAWN’S PHYSICAL BASE - ITS STILL-MISSING LAND!!

Please specify your donations for “ACRES FOR AUROVILLE” via check, bank transfer or online. Donating & Tax Deductibility information https://land.auroville.org/new-banking-information/ News, videos, and land information: www.land.auroville.org
Contact lfa@auroville.org.in Photo by Rajavelu; Quotes: “A Dream” by The Mother and selections from her flower messages
Acres for Auroville is a collaboration of Auroville International & Lands for Auroville Unified